Accessing Complex Text for Students With Disabilities: Technology Purchasing Checklist
Why Is Complex Text Important?

One key requirement for academic success is students’ ability to comprehend text of increasing complexity as they progress through school (Fitzgerald et al., 2015). To be successful after graduation, students need to be able to read and comprehend, independently and proficiently, the kinds of complex texts commonly found in college and the workplace. “To put the matter bluntly, a high school graduate who is a poor reader is a postsecondary student who must struggle mightily to succeed” (Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts & Literacy in History/Social Studies, Sciences, and Technical Subjects, n.d., p. 3).

As states implement more rigorous college and career readiness standards, school leaders must consider how students with disabilities will meet these standards. To address these needs, educators can use new educational and assistive technologies (AT) to ensure that students with disabilities are able to develop their reading skills and successfully comprehend complex texts.

Technology Tools Can Help Support Students With Disabilities

How do schools and districts make informed decisions and choices to support teaching and learning? The following checklist, designed to meet the needs of educators at all levels, provides an easy-to-use guide for making purchasing decisions. It identifies key considerations when deciding how to align curriculum goals that foster student access to text through sensory, physical, visual, cognitive, and developmental supports. Words in bold are defined in the glossary at the end of the document.
Technology Purchasing Checklist for Digital Text Supports

**Sensory Access**
- Ensure that users can adjust text and font size, text color, and screen background easily
- Caption images and media to provide blind or deaf students with access to content
- Ensure that classroom content is 508-compliant and easily modifiable
- Represent content in multiple ways so that students can access it in a variety of ways

**Physical Access**
- Create usable and accessible text for students using a screen reader
- Ensure that text, content, and programs are accessible for students unable to operate a standard keyboard or mouse
- Ensure access to handheld devices for students struggling to read individual words
- Integrate the use of pictures/symbols with text through the technology provided
- Provide teachers with the ability to readily utilize modified electronic text through the technology provided
- Utilize technology with text readers, especially those with built-in study skills supports, optical character recognition, scanners, and text readers
- Consider the capacity of the district’s infrastructure to provide appropriate assistive technology (AT) devices for all schools with qualifying students

**Developing Background Knowledge**
- Use technology to facilitate a simplified presentation or overview of topics to help students build background knowledge
- Highlight key vocabulary that can be identified and defined through the technology provided

**Cognitive Access**
- Ensure that students have access to text-to-speech technology
- Use technology to access similar texts of varying complexity and reading levels
- Modify content for students who struggle with reading grade-level text
- Enhance the presented curriculum such that content is predictable, coherent, and logical through the technology provided
- Assist students in scaffolding complex information through the technology provided
- Provide English language learners with support to access text or definitions in their native language
- Engage students through interesting texts and technical solutions

**Visual Access**
- Caption or describe visual supports to ensure accessibility
- Provide graphic organizers in a digital format
Key Considerations

**Funding**
- Ensure the individualized education program (IEP) process factors into AT purchasing decisions
- Collaborate across departments and/or agencies to better utilize funding for technology purchases
- Fund **accessibility** proactively

**Utilizing Existing Technology**
- Define AT in your state
- Identify types of adaptive equipment students with disabilities already use
- Integrate education technology with assistive and adaptive technologies
- Identify who ensures classroom content meets accessibility standards

**Curriculum**
- Consult with standards leaders and special educators on aligning technology and curriculum
- Ensure teachers have sufficient training and support to integrate technology into lesson plans and the curriculum
- Consider universal design features that address the needs of at-risk students who could benefit from technology-based accessibility
- Create a computer-based curriculum for general education that is compatible with adaptive technology

**Purchasing**
- Consider the rapid rate of change across devices and platforms
- Include language about accessibility in your purchasing contracts
- Take advantage of trial periods to ensure that technologies meet the needs of students
- Work with vendors who offer an extended support plan and will provide technical assistance to your school

**Implementation**
- Deliver trainings on using technology to support instruction and/or accessibility to complex texts
- Identify effective implementation practices
- Designate staff to provide coaching to teachers and disseminate information
- Identify libraries in your state and schools that provide accessible text through e-readers
- Identify ways to improve your state’s technology infrastructure and think about how will it increase your state’s capacity to support LEAs
- Identify stakeholders to include in developing and sustaining a comprehensive AT plan

**Legislative Requirements**
- Comply with guidance from the National Instructional Materials Accessibility Standard (NIMAS) established under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA)
- Train LEAs and teachers on how to access materials through National Instructional Materials Access Center (NIMAC)
- Monitor compliance with IDEA’s mandate to provide accessible instructional materials (AIM) to students with disabilities
- Establish criteria for reviewing accessible materials to ensure they align with state and federal standards
**Glossary**

**Accessible/Accessibility:** Accessibility refers to the way that products, devices, services, or environments are designed for people with disabilities. The purpose of accessible design is to provide compatible direct and indirect access to a person's assistive technology (e.g., with a computer screen reader).

**Accessible instructional materials (AIM):** IDEA requires school districts to provide accessible versions of instructional materials to students who are disabled and unable to otherwise use printed materials. Students with disabilities should receive materials in accessible formats that include Braille, large print, audio, and digital text.

**Adaptive technology:** Adaptive technology is any system that is designed to increase or maintain the capabilities of people with disabilities.

**Complex text:** Several components of a text can lead to text complexity. Quantitative measures, such as readability levels that consider semantic difficulty and sentence complexity, can indicate a challenging text. Qualitative measures of a text, such as levels of meaning, purpose, or textual features, also can determine complexity.

**Modified electronic text:** Modified electronic text refers to electronic text that becomes flexible and can be reformatted or transformed into accessible alternative formats. For example, text can be enlarged, the format can be adjusted with more spacing between words or lines, or text can be presented in high contrasting colors to make it easier to see. Once text is in a digital format, it can be read on the computer, word definitions can be spoken, or students can click on embedded links to increase understanding.

**National Instructional Materials Access Center (NIMAC):** NIMAC is the repository where all of the NIMAS (see below) files are stored. It is funded by the Office of Special Education Programs (OSEP) and was created through amendments adapted to IDEA. The purpose of NIMAC is to facilitate districts' distribution of materials for students with disabilities. Once a NIMAS file is downloaded from NIMAC by an authorized user, it must be converted to the required accessible format for the student. NIMAC primarily houses files for materials published for use in elementary and secondary school instruction.
National Instructional Materials Accessibility Standard (NIMAS): NIMAS is a technical specification, endorsed by the U.S. Department of Education, which publishers must use in preparing files. NIMAS files are then sent to NIMAC, as requested by a school district.

Optical character recognition: Optical character recognition is a technology that converts different types of documents, such as scanned paper documents, PDF files, or images captured by a digital camera, into editable and searchable data.

Scaffolding: Scaffolding is the support given during the learning process, typically by someone with higher skills, which is tailored to meet the needs of the student, with the intention of helping the student achieve a learning goal.

Usability: Usability refers to the effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction with which users can achieve a set of tasks in a particular situation. Usability also refers to how users can learn to operate a product and remember how to do so when they return to the product at a later time.
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